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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
Many HMIS managers and supervisors start their
workday with a daily operations call at 5:45 a.m. This
call helps set the plan(s) of the day, ensures people are
informed about what’s going on around the Site and
often provides an opportunity for encouragement and
feedback. It’s easy to get caught in the silo of what your
own job is and lose sight of how each and every action
we take, job we perform and improvement we make
supports the One Hanford mission. YOU and the work
you do is important and I hope you take pride in your
role and continually look for ways to improve.
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Constant and effective communication tools, such as the
daily operations call and the daily operations report, are
important to our overall success as the HMIS family. I also think they are a great way
to start the day and set the tone for everything we do. The daily calls almost always
end on a positive note and a great message. I won’t spoil his thunder, but I’ll share this
page with Rick Dahlin, who has a special message to share, similar to what he shares
at the end of each morning call.
Thank you for the work you do and stay safe.
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Best Day Ever
Guest Letter – Rick Dahlin
Good day team HMIS! I’m honored to be a part of kicking off the July edition of the
Mission: Integration monthly newsletter! Our HMIS team continues to do incredible
work across the Hanford Site. It’s important to recognize these successes and take
pride in what we do.
I’m a firm believer in the power of positive thinking and that’s why I like to tell
everyone on our morning operations call to have the “best day ever.” It’s not just
something I say, in fact “Best Day Ever” was coined by our colleague Tom Folger, and
I borrowed it from Tom and Jeremiah Yount. Tom and Jeremiah are two of the many
HMIS employees who know that starting every day with a positive mental attitude
contributes to safe behaviors and successful execution of our work!
I think we would all have better days if we went into it with the mindset that it’s going
to be the best day ever. And we can extend that – what if you woke up on Monday
mornings and thought to yourself, “How can I make sure my team and I have the best
week ever?” Or started each month preparing to make it the best month ever? Best
ever is a relative term, of course, but I believe that each day we do our jobs well, make
a difference, and return home safely to our loved ones, truly is the best day ever.
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RECOGNITION
President’s Lifesaving Award

HAMMER Restart Award

Briana DeLine’s heroic actions after arriving on scene of a car
accident earned her the President’s Lifesaving Award. Briana
stopped traffic driving around a head-on crash and instructed
bystanders to call 911 while she attended to the accident
victims. Briana spotted leaking gas and a trapped occupant in
a car with its airbags deployed. She forced the door open and
asked for a knife to deflate the airbags to assist the elderly
driver inside and allow her to safely wait for emergency
responders. Briana also directed the other injured driver to the
sidewalk and away from additional danger. Congrats Briana
and thank you for your lifesaving response!

Congratulations to our team from the HAMMER Federal
Training Center who received a 2021 Safety & Health Outreach
Award from the Voluntary Protection Programs Participants’
Association! VPPPA recognized the tireless work and dedication
of HAMMER’s staff, worker trainers and subcontractors to
successfully retool, restart and safely deliver critical training
during the pandemic. The award recognizes VPP models who
share safety, health, technical and management expertise
developed at their sites, and an outstanding level of outreach. A
commemorative plaque will be presented at the annual VPPPA
Safety Symposium in August.

Safety Honor Roll Award
Eric Patrick and Brian McComb received a Safety Honor Roll
Award for their quick actions when witnessing potential signs of
heat stress. A subcontract employee showed signs of distress
while working outdoors on the hottest day so far this year.
Brian and Eric recognized the symptoms and safely insisted the
worker seek medical attention while notifying management
and the safety representative. Thanks to Brian and Eric’s
training, education, teamwork and situational awareness on
heat illnesses, the affected worker was okay. Congrats Eric and
Brian!
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RAP Track and Field Support
The Summer Olympics are underway in Tokyo and before
track and field athletes could compete abroad, they had to
qualify in “TrackTown USA” under the watchful eye of a number
of agencies, including our members of DOE’s Radiological
Assistance Program, Region 8. The RAP team traveled to
Eugene, Ore. to assist with security during record-breaking heat,
offering support to protect athletes and spectators alike.
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ONE HANFORD MISSION
Oak Ridge, Hanford Team
on Geospatial Solutions

mapped. This includes mobile facilities
that move frequently around the site.

Contributor: Robin Wojtanik

“We followed established processes for
mapping facilities and shared with Oak
Ridge the success of these processes,
and for us, it’s been amazing. We’ve had
no known instances with emergency
response services unable to find facility
locations thanks to the new service,” said
Elizabeth Allard, GITS project specialist
and former RES administrator.

Improvements undertaken by Hanford
teams two years ago have paid benefits
to emergency responders and inspired
Oak Ridge National Laboratory to make
similar changes. The updates began as
a collaboration with Real Estate Services
and Geospatial Information Technology
Services, allowing RES to manage data
updates themselves, a new process that
enabled the group to identify hundreds
of facilities or structures that hadn’t been

The updated technology has proven
to be a big help to Hanford’s on-site
emergency response professionals.
“We are always looking
for opportunities to
enhance our resources
and leveraging this
geospatial information
system provides the
Hanford Emergency
Operations Center
staff with an up-to-date
visual display of event
conditions on Site,” said
Teams collaborate on geospatial modernization within the
Emergency Operations Center.
Ted Morales, Emergency
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Management Operations manager.
Our Geospatial & Operations Site
Services, Environmental Field Support,
Maintenance Management Programs
and Emergency Management &
Preparedness teams came together
to demonstrate to ORNL how each
one benefits from the data sharing.
In turn, ORNL crews demonstrated
their custom-developed emergency
services solutions, leading to further
collaborations.
“We had technical representatives,
facilities members and emergency
responders all provide their perspective,”
said Allard. “It really resonated with
them.”
Under this improved system at Hanford,
data updates for facility locations can
now happen the same day. Additional
information available in the facilities
service to emergency responders
includes integrated Hanford Fire Marshal
Permits and Chemical Inventory Tracking
System information.

The Lean, (Not Mean!)
Ethics & Compliance Team

in an Operating Excellence kaizen
workshop to share their experiences
with ethics. According to Kadi, everyone
Contributor: Ashley Stubbs
was eager to volunteer ideas, and they
incorporated as many suggestions as
Our self-proclaimed “Ethics Geeks”
they could. Ultimately, the team realized
eagerly rushed to the printers last
how important it was to shift the entire
month for the first copy of the HMIS
conversation around our HMIS values
Ethics Guide. In fact, you likely received
and their integration with ethics. They’re
a copy of your own in the mail. The
emphasizing an open-door policy and
guide is the culmination of months of
would love to chat with HMIS teams.
work for the two“Please invite us!”
person HMIS Ethics
“The Ethics Guide is one of the most well
Kadi laughed. “We’re
and Compliance
written and truly meaningful documents
not out to have
team made up of
I have seen in many, many years.
‘gotcha’ moments –
Kadi Bence and
Congratulations! A marvelous effort all
we want to educate
Jessica Shaw. As
the way around.” - Rick Dahlin, deputy
and start a dialogue,
VP, Site Integration Services
they navigated
because ethics takes
the HMIS contract
all of us.”
transition, Kadi
and Jessica were determined to develop
The HMIS Ethics Guide is only a
a simple, relatable, and understandable
stepping-off point in putting HMIS’ Ethics
tool to help employees embrace our
Sustainability Plan into action. Expect
core values, as well as understand their
more trainings and conversations as
role in our commitment to ethics and
the plan rolls out over the next several
compliance.
months. “If you have a question, please
don’t spend all day researching,” Jessica
To kick it off, stakeholders participated
added. “Just give us a call! We don’t

Ethics officer Kadi Bence and specialist
Jessica Shaw (right) are working to make
sure ethics is top of mind for all members
of the HMIS family.

always have all the answers right away,
but we’re ready to find answers together.
That’s what we’re here for.”
And just in case you’re considering it,
neither Kadi or Jessica drink coffee, so
bribery would be both highly unethical
and difficult to pull off. More information
on the Ethics program and the HMIS
Ethics Guide can be found by visiting
Ethics here.
Special thanks to Jeff Flora and the
Communications team for their roles in
designing and reviewing the guide prior to
publication.
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ONE HANFORD MISSION

HMIS meteorologists (left to right) Perry
Perrault, Josh Markel, Matthew Eckhoff
and Grant Gutierrez

‘Heroic Efforts’ During
Record Heat
Contributor: Robin Wojtanik
Unprecedented summer heat gripped
the region in late June, requiring
changes to work schedules, extra
protection and creative solutions to
protect vulnerable equipment. “Heroic
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efforts by the Facilities Management
team, with tremendous support of both
Refrigerated Equipment Services crews

To safely work, many groups followed
heat stress protocols and covered
heat-related issues as a safety topic.

and the General Services Administration
Facilities Maintenance teams, kept
information technology systems cooled
and operational for some 300 buildings
and 8,000 users across the Hanford Site,”
said Todd Eckman, senior vice president
of Information Management Services.

The Water & Sewer Utilities team
ensured every operator had water
and electrolytes along with proper
PPE like hats, cooling bandanas and
tinted safety glasses. Walkdowns took
place before it got too hot and teams
rescheduled preventative maintenance
or only performed it indoors. Earlier
start times and teleworking also helped.
To keep critical IT equipment cool,
Eckman cited, “good planning and fast
thinking let our team deploy innovative
solutions and add backup capabilities
to fight off excessive heat.” Hanford
Data Centers are not designed to run
at a sustained 115°F or more. On June
29, there were 12 consecutive hours of
100°F+, 9 consecutive hours of 105°F+,
7 consecutive hours of 110°F+, and 3
consecutive hours of 115°F or more!

So just how hot was it? The 100F weather
station recorded 120°F on Tuesday, June
29, which would make it the highest
temperature ever documented in the
state. This was part of a 5-day heat
wave where the previous all-time high
temperature record at the weather
station was broken 4 days in a row. Our
Mission Assurance weather experts
also noted other records, including 4
days with temperatures above 110°F
(record for any month), 10 days with
temperatures above 100°F (record for
June), and the highest daily mean for any
month, 99°F. In June, we usually see just
2 days with a temperature above 100°F
at Hanford.

We appreciate the proactive efforts and
every safety-conscious step taken to
help protect our HMIS family and our
infrastructure survive the heatwave!

Storage Boxes to Support 24/7 Operations
Contributor: Robin Wojtanik
Storage boxes are in place and ready to be stocked with
supplies in support of 24/7 operations and tank waste
treatment on the Hanford Site. Our Water & Sewer Utilities
team has overseen the project since the start, including grading
and leveling near the 2101-M building to hold the specially
designed boxes in the 200 East Area. Called “expedited repair
maintenance activity” material, or ERMA, the three boxes will
store pipes, valves, couplers, and other supplies to allow for
quick repairs of raw and sanitary water lines.
“Using supplies stored on site, we can turn around a repair
much faster, having it in the field in a matter of hours,” said Jeff
McMurrich, W&SU projects and programs manager. “This could
allow for a same-day fix rather than needing days or weeks to
receive a part.”
A quick turnaround will save both time and money, supporting
not only the Direct-Feed Low-Activity Waste program, but also
urgent repairs that crop up. “It’s a big win for the entire site,”
said McMurrich.
ERMA materials are on order and will complete part of a longterm action item for the W&SU team.

Specially designed containers will hold materials ready for quick
deployment to support or repair raw and sanitary water lines on
the Hanford Site.
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(Continued from page 9)
choice. Previously a scout sniper in the United States Marine
Corps, Pofahl said, “I have always tried to go for the top tier
programs wherever I’m at. I like the challenge. It’s nice to work
with other people who share those same qualities. We all want
to be better. When it comes to operations, you know what kind
of training the guy to your right and left has had.”
(Left to right) The newest class of Hanford Patrol’s Special Response Team with their instructors and chief, Casey Overholser, Jonathan
Doncaster, Mathew Gray, Kyle James, Casey de Groof, Robert Pofahl, Derik Moe, Sam Hernandez and Tony Wooldridge.

Hanford Patrol’s SRT is described by Col. Hiller as the
“best trained and most capable protective force within the
Department of Energy.” Congrats to the new team!

Hanford Patrol Graduates 5 For Elite Team

weeks. SRT instruction equals 30 days of classroom and field

Contributor: Robin Wojtanik

6 days of instruction. “There is a huge skill level difference

Five officers recently completed a grueling training to become
part of the Special Response Team, an elite unit within Hanford
Patrol. The group graduated in a July ceremony, receiving a
certificate and a new patch affixed by Chief Casey de Groof – an
outward display of the rigorous physical and mental toughness
required. The SRT is the closest equivalence to SWAT for outside
agencies.
Congratulations to Jonathan Doncaster, Mathew Gray, Kyle
James, Derik Moe and Robert Pofahl, the 2021 SRT graduates
from the Hanford Patrol Training Academy. Trained by Captains
Sam Hernandez, Casey Overholser and Tony Woolridge, the
course instruction lasted 8 hours a day, 5 days a week for 6
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training, while most SWAT training in Washington requires
between this and basic SWAT,” said Colonel Kyle Hiller. “If you
are talking about who you want to save you when things go
sideways, it’s these guys. I would put them up against any
tactical team in the nation.”
Only those with the highest level of physical readiness and
weapons proficiency can even apply for the team. The process
requires a letter of intent, supervisor recommendation,
interview, and tryout. From there, a 25% failure rate routinely
occurs.
Robert Pofahl received three awards at the SRT graduation,
including top academic honors, instructors’ choice and students’

HMIS Certifies First
Green Belt
Contributors: Holly Munroe, Jill Harvill
Congratulations to Lupe Contreras,
our first Green Belt certified on
the HMIS contract! Our Operating
Excellence team trains and develops
dozens of Hanford employees
each year in Lean Six Sigma
methodologies, which provide a
framework for continuous improvement.
Lupe is a training specialist at HAMMER, working both inside
and outside the classroom. He teaches several courses, but
his favorite is Instructor Fundamentals, helping workers

from the field begin their transition to worker-trainers. Lupe
enjoys encouraging students to become comfortable with
public speaking and to learn effective teaching and learning
methods for adults. He is also the instructional designer for the
Respiratory Program, which serves a vital role in helping keep
workers safe.
Prior to his work here, Lupe worked at Columbia Basin College
and Washington State University, using his degrees in higher
education administration from WSU and teaching and learning
from Heritage University. He is learning how to golf, enjoys
spending time with his wife, toddler and family, and is looking
forward to traveling more soon.
“As a proponent of lifelong learning, when I found that our
company provided an opportunity to learn about Lean Six
Sigma I was immediately intrigued,” says Lupe. “Tracy and her
OE team are top notch; they made the experience enjoyable
and less daunting.”
OE embraces the discipline, tools and principles for driving
continuous improvement across Hanford. The integration of
Lean thinking and Six Sigma methodologies forces us to take
a closer look at day-to-day work practices and consider what
could be done differently to save time, reduce cost and improve
results. OE facilitates workshops for DOE and all Hanford
contractors to bring out the best in people, products, services
and processes.
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DFLAW overview presented by Kent Smith, Bechtel’s DFLAW
facility manager.

Jason Lacher, HMIS chief technology officer, reviewing response
& recovery event activities.

Daniel Sauceda, HMIS deputy vice president of Infrastructure Site
Services presenting gaps to response and recovery services.

Todd Eckman, HMIS senior vice president of Information
Management Services presenting response & recovery scenarios.

MISSION: CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
HMIS Leadership Develops 24/7
Operational Support Strategy

recovery, ensuring appropriate positioning to provide optimal

Contributor: Holly Munroe

During the recent two-day workshop, Kent Smith, Bechtel’s

In the near future, Hanford Site contractors will move to a
more robust operational presence to ensure seamless 24/7
support for the Direct-Feed Low-Activity Waste program. The
HMIS leadership team continues the strategic planning needed
to support this transition of Site operations. To assist with this
effort, the Operating Excellence team partnered with leadership
to conduct an analysis of HMIS operations response and
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24/7 service delivery.

DFLAW facility manager, presented the Waste Treatment Plant
scope, schedule and critical services needed for support. Team
members had an opportunity to ask questions and further
clarify their understanding of future operational requirements
from an infrastructure perspective.
During the workshop, team members completed various
activities to ensure a thorough analysis. Activities included:

– Identification of response and recovery scenarios and
associated activities

opportunities to optimize our services that are needed,”
said Brian Von Bargen, senior vice president for Interface &
Integration Services.

– Brainstorming of gaps in contracted services, personnel,
resources, supplies and materials, occupancy, procedures,
and processes
– Development of a Get-to-Excellence plan with actions needed
to effectively support DFLAW and associated continuous
operations
“Although HMIS is positioned to support DFLAW operation, the
workshop was insightful and productive, identifying further
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COMMUNITY OUTREACH
$29,000 in Scholarships
Awarded by HMIS

colleges such as CBC, WSU, Whitman,
Gonzaga, Whitworth, and Montana State.

Contributor: Cerise Peck

“I’m proud to work at a company that’s
committed to employees and their
families, and that has a vested interest
in supporting education, as well as
our community,” said HMIS internship
coordinator, Maureen Gore.

Our Workforce Solutions team proudly
awarded $29,000 in scholarships to
students through our HMIS Scholarship
Program! Honorees included dependents
of HMIS employees, as well as HMIS coop interns. The Columbia Basin College
Foundation, on behalf of HMIS, evaluates
applications and administers and
distributes scholarship funds to be used
in the 2021-2022 academic year.
The program received multiple welldeserving applications, and selected
dependents received a $1,000
scholarship, to be used at the school of
their choice. Additionally, 4 co-op interns
received a $1,500 scholarship to offset
their educational costs.
Scholarship recipients are enrolled in
numerous areas of study, including
Environmental Science, Business
Administration, Mathematics and
Computer Science, and attending
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HMIS proudly supports the educational
efforts of these students, who are the
future of Hanford, our community
and beyond. Congratulations and
best of luck to these students! Co-Op
Intern recipients: Paul Ellis, Andrew
Mayo, Bailey Peite, and Andres Ponce.
Dependent Applicant recipients: Jessica
Baie, Brennan Bence, Tanner Bolt, Raquel
Brooks, Mia DeGarmo, Marlene Diaz,
Marie Fenske, Ruth Rachel Fenske, Allison
Gadd, Mason Gilmour, Jazmine Gray,
Dylan Holland, Jadyn Johnson, Sophie
Milford, Ethan Ritchie, Kylie Rollosson,
Aubrey Scott, Gracie Simundson, Kaitlyn
Thompson, Bailey Vandervert, Ethan Von
Bargen, Sydney Wilson, and Dorothy
Witherspoon.
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